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Spiritual Life Purpose Vows

Limiting Spiritual Life Purpose Vows:

 I vow to have an important life purpose, like my dad

 I vow to never be such a doormat, like my dad

 I vow to never give up my dream, like my mom

 I vow to make what I do in the world my life purpose

 I don't get called, that is stupid - I figure it out and do it!

 I vow that I will be a good person and do God's work

 I hope to become someone great sometime, right now I am nothing

 If it weren't for my mother, I would be living my life purpose right now!

 I have no idea who I am or what I am supposed to be doing; a life purpose is a myth

 I wish I were someone else

 I vow to never listen to the idiots in the world and go it alone

 I will never trust or surrender my will to the voices in my head

 I have never been guided by people or spirits

 I know what I want and will get it

 I will never feel special and appear stuck on myself

 I vow to be special and I will change the world

 I vow to be a guide and tell others what their life purpose is as my life purpose

 I vow to be numb to my chakras and feel broken around how they guide me

 No one has my best interest at heart

 I vow to search out every teacher, guru, and psychic to tell me who I am until I find the one
who really knows

 I surrender my power to serve the world
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 I see that there are lots of things that should have never happened in my life; how can I trust
that what I am doing now isn’t the same

 I vow to control my own destiny

 I vow to be and have more than my parents had

 Striving to be the best is my life purpose

 I know my life purpose from remembering the past and not making the same mistakes in the
future

Freedom Statements to Release the Limiting Spiritual Life Purpose Vows:

 My life purpose is unique and necessary

 I see my life purpose in everything and everyone that I attract and interact with

 What I love to do is my life purpose

 I am not here to do anything, I am here to be called to become something

 My purpose is something I feel deep within me and it brings me passion and enthusiasm

 With eight billion people on this planet, my purpose must be to work with them leaving a
better world for our children

 I trust that everything in my life is an omen and guidance; I am open to letting them guide
me even when I am not sure of their meaning, they teach me to trust

 I take action on all my guidance and do my best with what I have

 My inner candle flame has never flickered; my outer candle gets blown out and disappointed
often, but my deepest calling is always there the next day calling me to get up and try again

 When I act on my life purpose in each moment, my soul shines through my heart and I love
myself, others and the world

 I am my life purpose

 I unify the world by “being” me

 I love being a mystery that I get to discover every day

 My chakras guide me in every moment, they are the perfect vehicles to serve my life
purpose

 Every person I know is teaching me about my life purpose, even the problem people

 Everything in my life reflects me back to me.  Anything I do not like, I change in me first
before I try to change it in the world or in others


